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The key to becoming a dedicated aquarium hobbyist is to succeed with your first aquarium. The

Simple Guide toÂ® Freshwater Aquariums concentrates on providing you with a complete plan and

all the information you need to choose and use the right-for-you aquarium equipment and the

right-for-you fish and plants: it wants you to succeed. The information is presented in a completely

straightforward text that's easy to read, easy to understand - and very definitely easy to put to good

use.
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I really enjoyed this book, and it has provided lots of good advice as I've set up a family aquarium. I

dabbled a bit as a teenager, with varying success (some tries my aquarium lasted a year, other

times I definitely got new tank syndrome and they all died). Now that I'm a bit older, I wanted to set

up an aquarium for my son's 4-year old birthday that we could all enjoy, and I wanted to make sure I

did it right.This book is written in a very accessible manner, as if the author is in your living room

giving a friendly chat about his experience in the hobby. It is the ideal length, and the neatest thing

about it is, as the author says, he provides what he views is the minimal ESSENTIAL info to enable

you to set up a successful first, and doesn't present the range of viewpoints, or more information

that might just confuse a beginner. He rightly notes that a successful beginner will be interested in

finding more detailed information if his initial experience is positive.The three best things about this

book in my opinion:-- the information on water changes. I had mistakenly believed in earlier efforts

that water changes were BAD, and should be kept at a minimum. The author is a water change

fanatic, comparing a water change for an aquarium to opening the windows in an overcroweded



room with poor air circulation (not to mention sanitation!), and he is right. I have not lost any fish yet,

and I credit that to water changes, and ...-- cycling; the next best thing about the book. An

easy-to-understand step-by-step guide to the mystical concept of cycling. In addition to explaining

this for beginners, the author stresses the need to start stocking the tank with fish slowly. You will

have success if you follow this advice.
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